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ABSTRACT 

 

CloseInterest is a project idea that came to my mind while I was doing my internship 

in Netherlands, I had no contacts there with whom I could share my hobbies, neither find 

events that would fit my interests. Therefore I came up with this idea of making a mobile 

application that will inform you of events of interest to you and connect you with people who 

share the same interests geographically close to you. The project will first start by matching 

people and events and will continue, if successful, to organizing events based on global 

common interests in certain areas. 

CloseInterest’s idea is to change the current social media trend from mutual friends, 

into mutual interests, and therefore encourage connections which serve both sides of the 

connection by making them get in touch whenever they fall into a mutual interest situation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

Acronym Corresponding Word/Phrase 

PHP Hypertext Preprocessor 

REST Representational State Transfer 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation 

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol  

VPS Virtual Private Server 

UI User Interface 

ASP Active Server Pages 

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

MVC Model View Controller 

XML EXtensible Markup Language 

AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript and XML 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

CloseInterest is a social networking application, therefore a very legitimate question 

that comes to mind is why create another social networking application have while there are 

already plenty of them around? 

The answer to this question is the very essence of making CloseInterest. In fact, 

traditional social networking apps such as Facebook only connect you with the people you 

already know and will also most likely connect you with people who are not very relevant to 

your interests. This is greatly illustrated by the fact that almost every Facebook user will always 

have at least one person on their friends list who they do not know, never talked to, and will 

probably never meet in real life and is still marked as your friend. Therefore this traditional 

trend biased drastically the notion of “friends”. 

Before Myspace, HI5 and Facebook, “friends” had another meaning, friends were 

people we always talk to, meet and enjoy doing activities with. However with the social media 

trend brought by the mentioned websites and apps, the concept of what a friend is has changed 

gradually. A friend is now considered more like someone that you know, can talk to from time 

to time and that is all. This is one of the negative aspects that were caused by this type of social 

media. They focused more on mutual friends than metrics that would actually make people 

want to know each other and therefore become friends in the old sense. 

Another social media trend started two years ago by the mobile application called 

“Tinder”, and it aims to connect people who are near each other and like each other’s pictures, 

however this went more towards a dating concept and stayed there.  

CloseInterest is an in-between application that aims to connect people near each other 

who share the same interests and also connect people to events which are near them and are 

among their interests. Therefore CloseInterest is an application that is not going to create virtual 



 

 

friends but tries to create more physical friends by encouraging people to meet and do activities 

together. CloseInterest is the perfect application for people who just moved to new area and 

need to find new friends they can share their activities with. Shier people also have the choice 

to be matched with events they are interested in and are near them, and therefore can meet a lot 

of people at once during a particular event and are not forced into the one-on-one meeting. 

CloseInterest will be a key player into a new social media trend that tries to bring back 

to the word “friend” the meaning it had before. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

CloseInterest is a project aiming to bring people closer by matching them with others 

who have their same interests and who are located near each other. This project was as 

challenging as expected before starting it, as it involved working in different areas. 

The timeframe for implementing this capstone project, which was approximately two 

months, did not allow for a very sophisticated version of the application to be developed; 

however, a prototype that has all the main features, which is matching people and events based 

on interests and location, was fully developed. The application was tested on both Android and 

iOS and no compatibility issues were found. 

As stated before, CloseInterest is a cross platform mobile application that was coded 

using web technologies thanks to the Cordova framework [1], which alleviated the difficulty 

of having to download different libraries for different platforms and learning more of Java for 

Android and the SWIFT language for iOS. Using Cordova in this sense played a major role for 

making several prototypes of the application in the required timeframe, supported by the fact I 

have been working with some of the web technologies that used in it for few years. 



 

 

Unfortunately due to time constraints, the remote VPS that was mentioned in the 

earliest version of the feasibility study was not deployed, and CloseInterest continued doing 

mainly calls to and from a local machine that has to be located in the same network. (The Linux 

machine powering CloseInterest is accessible to any person using Al Akhawayn WiFi Network, 

whether it is inside the main campus or one of the university outside annexes, and therefore the 

application will work for any person connecting his/her mobile phone with Al Akhawayn WiFi 

Network ).  

CloseInterest followed a Prototyping Model of software development because more 

popular software engineering models, such as the waterfall and the incremental model, take a 

lot of time in each of the software engineering stages and therefore could not be adopted due 

to the limited timeframe of this capstone project. The prototyping model was used and several 

prototypes were developed during the whole semester with the next prototype improving the 

previous one after small sets of testing until the final prototype, which had all the main features 

working as described, was reached. Three prototypes in total were developed before reaching 

the final one was. The first prototype was only a template without any functions; the second 

one was a working application that matched events and people without taking into 

consideration how close their locations were.; finally the last prototype had the geolocation 

feature added to it, which was the last piece needed to make the application do what it was 

supposed to do. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

3. PROJECT ARCHITECTURE 

As mentioned earlier, capstone project, due to time restrictions, followed a Prototyping 

Model, where several prototypes of the final product were released and tested until a final and 

satisfying end product is achieved. The project followed a 4-tier architecture [4], which means 

the project was divided into 4 tiers, the UI, the Business Object, the Business Access Layer and 

finally the Data Access Layer. Figure 1 shows the 4 tier architecture for CloseInterest. 

As an integral entity CloseInterest is mainly a set of a client/server product. T the client 

is the mobile application, its local storage, and the web to Objective-C translation object. The 

server contains both the computational server and the database engine, and is dedicated to 

processing, computing and communicating with the database engine to give back the data 

requested by the client side.The advantage of this architecture is to keep the mobile application 

as light as possible and also make it consume as less resources as possible locally on the phone. 

The client side is always requesting data from the server side and never performs any 

computations by itself but always relies on the powerful server to perform them. All calls from 

client side to the server side are made using REST [5], and responses from the server side to 

the client side are sent using JSON [6]. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 1 - 4 Tier Architecture 

3.1 Server Side Model 

The server side consists of a NGINX-powered PHP server that is built to be a REST 

server, and therefore be able to listen for GET, POST, PUT, DELETE HTTP requests from the 

client side (the mobile application) and return corresponding results using JSON format. 

The choice of NGINX as an HTTP server and reverse proxy instead of APACHE, is that it 

performs a lot better than APACHE when it comes to heavy traffic handling. NGINX has also 

a better load balancing and therefore makes the HTTP requests/responses be served faster than 



 

 

what would be the case if using APACHE. IIS was another choice for the HTTP server, 

however it was eliminated by default since IIS is not made for PHP but for ASP. Another reason 

was that the server is hosted in a Linux machine, which is not suitable for IIS that is more 

compatible with Windows powered machines. 

The RESTful server uses a slight modification of the MVC architecture model, in which 

the model layer was removed because it is not relevant for a RESTful server; it is more relevant 

to a web application in which data is persistent and therefore needs a model. The model in this 

way is directly inherited from the mobile application and the final architecture is then a VC 

(View-Controller) architecture as follows:  

View  

 Consists of taking the output generated by the controller module and converting it to 

JSON format to serve it back to the client application. It is a simple module that supports JSON 

so far, however it is extensible to XML format when CloseInterest decides to start providing 

an API access to third party developers. 

Controller  

 The controller consists of a set of functional files that are divided depending on the 

requested service. For example, if we want to request a resource belonging to a user, the client 

application will send a request to the user Controller, and if the mobile application wants to 

request a resource related to the messaging system, it will send a request to the messaging 

Controller. This is achieved through a smart routing, where the URL parameters are 

automatically matched with the requested controllers using the following URL schema:  

http://localhost/CloseInterest/requestedcontroller/command/param1/param2/etc… 

http://localhost/CloseInterest/requestedobject/param1/param2/…


 

 

Examples: 

1. Example 1 (Requesting User Resource) 

http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/updateattribute/distance/?secret=PIudRXUktI4dK04Osok

zSmTpkGDYxlbm3GAVDuf7dkkXkpMNO7&value=17 

 

Requested Controller: usersController.php (auto concatenation with Controller.php to 

know which file will be requested). 

 

Command: updateattribute (this command will update an attribute for a specified user) 

The rest of the parameters will be explained in relevant sections. 

2. Example 2 (Requesting Messaging Resource): 

http://localhost/CloseInterest/messaging/reply/?secret=PIudRXUktI4dK04OsokzSmTpkGDY

xlbm3GAVDuf7dkkXkpMNO7&content=hello, how are you doing?&id=444442 

 

Requested Controller: messagingController.php (auto concatenation with Controller.php to 

know which file will be requested) 

Command: reply (this command will reply a certain user message for a specified user) 

Breaking down different system modules into different controllers is a good way to keep the 

complexity down, by benefiting from the object oriented side of PHP which allows for 

inheritance. 

3.1.1 Server Naming Standards  

Keeping a standard coding across your application, is another good way of 

simplifying coding and minimizing errors by knowing exactly what to expect when willing to 

write a certain piece of code. 

The standards adopted for the server requests and operations follow.  

http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/updateattribute/distance/?secret=PIudRXUktI4dK04OsokzSmTpkGDYxlbm3GAVDuf7dkkXkpMNO7&value=17
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/updateattribute/distance/?secret=PIudRXUktI4dK04OsokzSmTpkGDYxlbm3GAVDuf7dkkXkpMNO7&value=17
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/updateattribute/distance/?secret=PIudRXUktI4dK04OsokzSmTpkGDYxlbm3GAVDuf7dkkXkpMNO7&value=17
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/updateattribute/distance/?secret=PIudRXUktI4dK04OsokzSmTpkGDYxlbm3GAVDuf7dkkXkpMNO7&value=17


 

 

Variables  

Each words should start with an uppercase letter, multiword variables are separated 

by an underscore. 

 Ex: Distance, First_Name 

Functions  

A function starts with a lowercase letter, for multiword functions the first word starts 

with a lowercase, and all coming words should start with an uppercase, there is no separation 

between the words. 

 Ex: login(), updateAttribute(); 

 

URL Components  

All URL parameters and commands should be lowercase. Requested controllers 

cannot be multiword; as for multiword parameters, they should be lowercase and not 

separated by any delimiter. 

 Ex: users, messaging, updateattribute 

 

3.1.2 How it Works 

 Depending on the needs, the client side (mobile application) sends RESTful calls to 

the webserver, which are either POST/GET/PUT OR DELETE HTTP methods to a certain 

requested service that is selected based on the URL. The server then checks for the given 

URL structure and responds depending on the given structures. Appendix B shows the URL 

construction steps and how the controller parses the received requests. 



 

 

3.1.3 Database Engine  

During one of the meetings with my supervisor, Dr. Cavalli, we talked about the kind 

of database that should be used for the project. Considering the nature of it which is linking 

people, events and interests, my supervisor suggested the use of a graph database, which I 

decided was an excellent proposal for this project after searching for more information about 

graph databases. Before this project I used to work only with relational databases; however, as 

soon as I started looking at graph databases, I discovered their true power, and why it will 

definitely be a better choice for this project. 

Graph databases are represented by graphs, which contain nodes that can have 

attributes, and be linked to other nodes with relationships which can also have attributes. 

There are many graph database engines, however the most popular and easy to use is Neo4j, 

so that was the final choice for this capstone project. What is more convenient about Neo4j is 

its Cypher language (Neo4j) is close to the SQL syntax, making it even more powerful by 

making the code visually representing what is being queried [7]. An illustration of this 

visualization in the code will be seen later on this report. 

 

3.1.4 Database Model         

Following the graph theory, the database should be modeled using only nodes and 

relationships, the database model for the application can be seen in Table 1 below. 

 

  



 

 

Node Type Attributes Description Relationships 

Person  
 

(Person node type 

represents a system 

user ) 

- ID 

 

- First_Name 

- Last_Name 

- Email 

- About 

 

- Phone Number 

 

- Discoverable 

 

 

 

- Distance 

 

 

 

 

 

- Profile_Picture 

- Last_Active 

 

- User unique 

Identifier  

- User first name 

- User last name 

- User email 

- User self-

description 

- User Phone 

Number 

- User choice to be 

discovered by other 

users 
 

- Maximum distance 

to scan to display 

other users who 

share the same 

interests as the 

current user. 

- User profile picture 

- User last activity 

timestamp 

match (Person-

Person) 

message (Person-

Message) 

location 

(Person - Location) 

session 

(Person - Session) 

created 

(Person - Event) 

attending 

(Person - Event) 

belongsto 

(Person - Interest) 

hide  

(Person - Event) 

report 

(Person - Event) 

(Person - Person) 

Event 
 

(Event node type 

represents an event 

created by a user ) 

-ID 

 

-NAME 

-DESCRIPTION 

-DURATION 

 

-TIME 

 

 

- PICTURE 

- Event unique 

identifier 

- Event Name 

- Event description 

- Event duration in 

seconds 

- Event date and time 

represented as 

timestamp 

- A required event 

picture 

belongsto 

(Event - Interest) 

location 

(Event - Location) 

Location 

 

(Location node type 

represents a  location 

in which a user or an 

event is located) 

- LAT 

- LNG 

 

- TS 

- Location Latitude  

- Location Longitude 

 

- Location created or 

last update 

timestamp 

 

  

 

Table 1 - Database Model Description (continued on next page) 
 

  



 

 

Session 

 

(Session node type 

represents a user 

session into the 

system) 

- DATE 

 

 

- SECRET 

- Date of session 

creation represented 

as timestamp 

- Secret unique one 

time token valid for 

one operation from 

client to server side. 

 

Message 

 

(Message node type 

represents a message 

sent from a user to 

another user) 

- CONTENT 

- DATE 

- FROM 

- Message content 

- Message sent date 

- Identifier of the 

message sender 

 

Interest 
 

(Interest node type 

represents an interest 

to be added by a user 

or an event) 

- ID 

 

- NAME 

- Interest unique 

identifier 

- Interest Name 

- Similar (Interest-

Interest) 

- Parent 

(Interest - Interest) 

 

Table 1 - Database Model Description (continued from previous page) 

3.1.5 Database Small Datasets  

The following are small datasets from the database to show different connections and 

nodes. 

Figure 2 shows two users that are of node type Person (Julia and Faouzi), four interest 

nodes of type Interest (Sports, Ping Pong, Programing, Basketball), and finally one node of 

type Event (Ping Pong Open Training Event) labeled in yellow. Sports, Ping Pong, 

Programming and Basketball all are interesting to Faouzi, and therefore have connections 

“belongsto” to that user. Julia on the other hand has interest only Sports and Ping Pong, 

therefore we can say the two latter as being mutual interests for Julia and Faouzi.  

Julia has created the event “Ping Pong Open Training event”, and that event has the 

interest Ping Pong belonging to it. 

We can see all the connections and nodes in the above scenario through Figure 2 below.   



 

 

 

Figure 2 - Small dataset scenario showcasing people, events and interests 

 

Figure 3 shows the different sessions that are connected to a certain user, only one of 

those sessions is active, the rest is expired, and kept for reference purposes only. 

 

 

 

Figure 3 - Small dataset scenario showcasing sessions 

 

3.1.6 Database Naming Standards  

From the table above, the database naming standards can be deducted, the standards 

are: 



 

 

Nodes  

Nodes should start with a capital letter and there can be no multiword nodes. 

Attributes  

Attributes are all uppercase letters, multiword attributes are separated by an underscore. 

Relationships  

All relationships are lowercase letters and multiword relationships are not separated. 

 

 

3.2 Client Side Model  

The client side is a mobile application that is compatible with the two most popular 

mobile operating systems which are Android and iOS. The application is fully developed with 

web technologies, thanks to the Cordova which is a framework that allows developers to code 

Android and iOS mobile applications with web technologies by converting it into native 

OBJECTIVE-C.  

CloseInterest mobile application uses the following technologies: HTML5, CSS3, 

AngularJS, jQuery, Framework7, Gulp, Bower, SASS all interacting with each other to provide 

the end user the best possible use experience. The mobile application also features Facebook, 

Geolocation and SQLITE plugins that I had to modify to work with AngularJS directly. 

AngularJS is the most popular JavaScript library that powers mobile applications made 

using PhoneGap, Cordova or Ionic, which are all frameworks that convert web-based apps into 

mobile apps.  AngularJS is popular because of its MVC model integration using JavaScript, 

which keeps the view separated from the functions and updates it automatically every time the 



 

 

model (data) gets updated using the controllers. This is perfect for mobile solutions since the 

data is kept locally while being synchronized remotely all the time via web calls. This also 

means a better user experience because the user feels all the changes happening instantly in the 

view without witnessing any delays that would be seen in the native JavaScript language due 

to the complexity of function calls made in the background.  

As mentioned earlier in the report, none of the operations or data required by the 

application are computed or fetched from the client side (mobile application), they are fetched 

from the server side. This is achieved by creating a local model of data inside the AngularJS 

JavaScript application file and making all functions fetch the needed data from the distant 

server using AJAX calls. This initially brought a problem, as AJAX calls are asynchronous, 

and JavaScript is a non-blocking language, which means the any JavaScript function returns 

results immediately without waiting for any asynchronous calls to be finished.   

The following code taken from the mobile application illustrates the issue, the function 

below named “CheckSessionAndExtend” takes the active session in the client side and checks 

if it is valid by issuing a call to the server side: 

 

 



 

 

If the active session in the client side is valid, then a secret value is generated and sent 

back to the client to be used as a new session. In the above call we assign the secret value that 

we supposedly got from our AJAX call as the following:   

secret = $scope.CheckSessionAndExtend ;  

This initially looks valid; we will be assigned a secret key and the 

CheckSessionAndExtend finishes its request to the server. However the value of secret will 

always be null in this case, because as mentioned earlier, JavaScript is a non-blocking language, 

so it returns the function value immediately without waiting for the AJAX call to finish, which 

means the secret variable has no value yet and is null. 

Since most of the calls made by the client application are remote calls (AJAX calls), all 

of the functions need to move from the asynchronous state to the synchronous state to make 

sure they will never reach the return part of the function until the remote AJAX calls are 

actually finished.  Native JavaScript does not offer any solution for making this transition, 

however jQuery does offer this possibility through the defer/promise concept. “The 

deferred.promise() method allows an asynchronous function to prevent other code from 

interfering with the progress or status of its internal request.’’ [11] Therefore adding it to our 

previous function will result in this code:  

 



 

 

 

 

The deferred/promise concept is defined in 3 steps: 

1. We first start by telling our function that its result should be deferred (delayed) and therefore 

force the function to be “blocking” instead of “non-blocking”. This is done by the following 

line:  

 var deferred = new $.Deferred(); 

 

2. The second step sets the value that should be returned at the end of the function, which 

is in this case the secret key generated by the server. This is done by injecting it into the deferred 

object using the resolve() function. 

deferred.resolve(data); 

3 Finally the last step is to return the deferred object’s promise, which is the returned data 

(secret key) from our remote call. 



 

 

3.2.1 Client Side Workflow  

The mobile application is made while keeping both the need of having a good user 

experience, and optimal security for the user and her/his data. This was made possible by 

mixing a set of frameworks and libraries.  The application starts by asking the user to login: 

Login: 

 

Figure 4 - CloseInterest Login 

As can be seen from Figure 4, the login can be done only using Facebook; account 

creation for new users is also done automatically by logging using Facebook.  The Facebook 

login enables the users to quickly access their CloseInterest account, as long as their mobile 

Facebook application is logged in, which is the case for almost every Facebook user on mobile. 



 

 

The reason behind choosing Facebook as the only logging and registration mechanism 

is because CloseInterest will be by default gathering all important information needed for the 

user without having the user entering it manually to our application. Information, such as the 

full name, email, birthdate, phone number and even friends list and interests, will be 

automatically fetched whenever the user logs in. That means the user’s Facebook account and 

CloseInterest account are always synchronized.  

Another benefit from using Facebook, is that it removes the hassle and extra costs of 

having to do email or phone verification to know if the supplied email address or phone 

numbers given by users are valid or not. Finally, another big advantage of using Facebook as 

a login system is that it removes from the user the need to remember another set of 

username/password and the need to reset passwords when forgot. 

According to Mailchimp.com, one of the leaders of internet marketing solutions, 

adding a social media login helped them decrease logging failures and password reset rates. 

“I stumbled across a very disturbing number in our analytics earlier this year. From April 12 to 

May 12, 2012, we had 340,591 failed login attempts. That’s the total number of times someone 

tried to get into MailChimp to get their work done and couldn’t remember their username 

and/or password, or simply mistyped. Think of how much wasted time and frustration that 

translates to. It’s impossible to calculate, but let’s just say it’s a lot. Of the people who struggled 

logging in, 68,145 had to resort to resetting their password, and 38,137 had to get a reminder 

about their username. 

[...] 

These compelling stats and sound logic convinced us (and so many others) that adding social 

login buttons to our app were essential to improving our depressing failure rate. So in May of 

this year, we added "Log In With Twitter" and "Log In With Facebook" buttons to the login 

form. Failure rates plummeted. From June 12-July 12 we saw 114,239 login failures—that’s a 



 

 

66% decrease. Amazing! And there were 39,721 password resets, a 42% decrease. Holy cow! 

In the month that followed, failures dropped an additional 5%.” [12] 

Clearly the benefits of using the Facebook social login are tremendous, however the 

disadvantage is that the application is always bound to Facebook. This can change anytime if 

we decide the application needs to be fully autonomous by sending passwords to the already 

registered users using their email addresses or mobile phones initially gathered from Facebook 

and saved into our database. 

The login details and communication security illustrated by secret keys are discussed 

in Appendix C.  

Dashboard  

After a successful login, the next page that gets displayed in the mobile application is a 

dashboard that has the two main features of the mobile app (Figure 5):  

1-Find people near you and share the same interests as you. 

2-Find events which fill your interests and are near you. 

 There is also the main menu after clicking on the main menu handle (the 3 horizontal 

lines aligned vertically on the upper rightmost corner of Figure 5 and Figure 6)  

 



 

 

 

Figure 5 - CloseInterest Dashboard 

 



 

 

 

Figure 6 - Dashboard after clicking the menu handle 

 

 

  



 

 

Nearby Events  

The Nearby Events page (Figure 7) lists all the events that are near the logged in user 

geographically and match one or more of the user’s interests. Events are ordered by date, and 

show information such as how far they are located from the user, who created the event, how 

many people joined, event name, and an excerpt of the description of the event. There are four 

actions associated with each event on the events page which are:  

 Join Event: Adds the user to the list of users adding the event and adds the event in the 

events page of the user.  

 Hide Event: Prevents the event from appearing next time the user consults the events 

page. 

 Read More: Redirects the user to the event details page (Figure 8) which contains the 

full description of the event, the interests included in the event as long as all the 

information previously specified in the events page (Figure 7). 

 Report Event:  Enables the users to report a fake or suspicious event, the reported 

event is automatically hidden from the user who reported it, and causes administrators 

to receive a notification to check if the event does not comply with rules.  



 

 

 

Figure 7 - Events Page 



 

 

 

 

Figure 8 - Event Details Page 

 

 



 

 

 

Nearby People  

The Nearby people (Figure 9) will list people who are located geographically close to 

the logged in user and share the same interests. The people will appear in order of most interests 

shared to the least interests shared, and is also divided into online users who are using the 

application at the same time, and offline users who are no longer browsing the application by 

the time the logged in user reaches the “find nearby people” page.  

 

 

Figure 9 - Nearby People Page 

 



 

 

A long tap on any picture shows the logged-in user quick information about the tapped 

user, such as first name, distance away, and the number of mutual interests. Figure 10 illustrates 

that behavior:  

 

Figure 10 – Long Tapping a User Picture Previews User Information 

 

 

 



 

 

Short tapping or simple clicking on any user will bring the user profile page which 

shows all relevant information about the selected user, Figure 11 shows the user profile page.  

 

Figure 11 - User Profile Page 

 

 

 



 

 

The possible actions on a user profile are the following: 

 Add as Contact: This feature allows the logged in user to add the selected user to 

the logged in user’s contact list. The contact list is just like a memo where the 

users saves all the people they find interesting from the ones who have mutual 

interests.  

 Send Message: This is used to initiate a chat session with the selected user. 

Figure 12 shows the chat page that is initiated when requesting to chat with any of 

your matched people or contacts. 

 

Figure 12 - Chat Page 

 Report User: Just like any social media app, there is a good chance that there will 

be fake accounts in the system, and the report button is made for that purpose in 



 

 

order for users to flag accounts which present suspicious activities. Administrators 

will be notified and will make further investigations on the reported user. 

Main Menu  

My Interests  

 My Interests page shows the current added interests for the logged in user.  

To keep the users active, the number of interests is limited to 10 interests, which makes the 

user have to change interests only when needed and thus also reduces user spam rates (users 

who may add 1000 interest just to sell some products). This is also close to a real life scenario 

where the user’s interests for the week will depend on the user’s mood or even weather. At 

times, the user may want to do outdoor activities and therefore have different outdoor sports as 

interests, while at other times the user may mainly want to do indoor activities or, if the weather 

does not allow outdoor activities, the user can then change interests to indoor activities. This is 

a nice way to keep the user always engaged and to make sure all users will be guaranteed to 

find users and events which really share their current interests. 

The interests are in form of cards that are swapped with other cards which represent 

other interests. Figure 13 shows the interest page. 



 

 

 

Figure 13 – My Interests page  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Settings  

This is the settings page in which the user can see and edit his/her preferences for 

discovery. First Name, Last Name, Email, Gender, Birthdate are read only values and cannot 

be changed directly via the mobile application, because changes to this data do not happen 

frequently in real life. We assume users will not have to edit their personal details as it will be 

deceiving to other users who may be talking to the same person but under different names every 

time. Users who need to absolutely change some of their personal details for legitimate 

purposes will have instead to do it from their Facebook account which has more sophisticated 

algorithms to check the validity of changes made and limits them. The only editable fields are 

the Discoverable, the Discovery Distance and the About Me fields, because all 3 are fields the 

user wants to update frequently and are related to CloseInterest exclusively. 

The Discoverable switch allows the user to set her/his privacy to be seen and discovered by 

other people who share the same interests and are close geographically.  

The Discovery distance slider allows the user to set the maximum distance of discovery 

of people and events that share the same interests, the minimum distance is 1 km and maximum 

distance is 20 km, since CloseInterest aims to bring people closer through activities, therefore 

they should be relatively close to each other. We define 20 km as the maximum tolerable 

distance to be able to meet in a timely manner for short and quick events. This means also we 

are encouraging meeting inside cities without having to travel from a city to another. 

The About Me description is a little text for the users to briefly introduce themselves to 

other users when matched. 

The setting changes are all based on AJAX calls, which means whenever a user’s 

preference value is changed, an update is automatically issued on the background by sending 

to the server side the new values set by the user whenever the latter releases input focus from 



 

 

the changed field. This ensures all data is always saved without having to click on save buttons 

which makes users have better user experience. 

An example of a request sent just after releasing the discovery distance slider at distance 

9km will be a request sent to the users controller, specifying the update attribute command, and 

then sending distance as the secondary command, and finally the secret key which is the only 

authenticating factor for the logged in user and the new value as GET parameters: 

http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/updateattribute/distance/?secret=NKkpx5988DB7fYSlYG

fUSwA05gYnXATLkdaRjk0rXBydzrzx7O&value=9 

The server side then responds with the command issued, and whether the request succeeded 

in the following format:  

{"action":"Update 

Attribute","status":1,"secret":"6IbkWP56XUbiQrOnaY349N7Od0QIssrzaCU7sZepUpIKRw8

2vc","response":1} 

Note that, as mentioned earlier, the response issue a code type 1 which means the action 

“UpdateAttribute” was successfully applied, a new secret key is generated, the previous one 

destroyed and the new one stored on the phone’s local storage using SQLite. More information 

about URLs construction and the secret keys are respectively found in Appendix B and 

Appendix C. Figure 14 shows the settings page.  

 

http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/updateattribute/distance/?secret=NKkpx5988DB7fYSlYGfUSwA05gYnXATLkdaRjk0rXBydzrzx7O&value=9
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/updateattribute/distance/?secret=NKkpx5988DB7fYSlYGfUSwA05gYnXATLkdaRjk0rXBydzrzx7O&value=9


 

 

 

Figure 14 - Settings Page 

 

 

 

 



 

 

My Messages 

The My Messages page shows a list of people that the logged in user contacted in the 

past and can click on any of their heads to continue the discussion with them, it has the same 

layout as the people nearby design and is ordered by date of last messaged. 

My Contacts 

The My Contacts page shows a list of people that the logged decided to save in their 

contact list in order to contact them later. It has the same layout as the People Nearby design 

and is divided depending on the number of interests the users share. 

My Events 

The My Events page contains a list of the events the user created and the list of events 

the logged in user is going to. All past events are automatically deleted from the list and 

every user is bound to create only 1 event per week to reduce spam. 

Logout 

Logout allows user to destroy the active session on the client and server side, and being 

logged from the application. Logging out also deactivates the auto-login that is automatically 

issued after secret keys expiry, which means users will need to manually login using 

Facebook if they want to access their account at CloseInterest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

4. STEEPLE ANALYSIS     

Social  

The social impact of CloseInterest is to bring people together physically, instead of 

linking them virtually as most social networking websites or applications do. CloseInterest 

aims to promote social events too, and gather more people together physically and not only 

virtually. 

Technological  

The application is a software that uses already existing systems and APIs and shapes 

them so as to produce the intended results of bringing people together. It however does not (for 

the scope of this capstone) have any technological impacts. 

Economic  

CloseInterest will have an economic impact if its use reaches a global scale and hits the 

million users counter. At that point, it would be able to support much targeted advertisement, 

since the application will be able to know which activities interest people and where they go to 

do these activities. Such a situation will be beneficial for both advertisers and users, since 

advertisers will have access to very specific targets. This, in turn, will increase sales potential, 

as users will also get offers and services which are relevant to them. The net revenues of the 

application could be very considerable and therefore the company could be an effective player 

in the country’s economy. 



 

 

Environmental  

The application will have no direct impact on the environment. However it can 

influence people by publishing, promoting and encouraging environment friendly events and 

activities. 

Political 

The application will have no direct political impact, and has no political vision; 

however, the application will not restrict the users to post events that are related to their political 

point of views. 

Legal  

The application will have no direct impact in term of the legal side; it will not add new 

laws nor contribute to removing them. It will also not be bound or limited by any of the 

regulations of the country. However, the application will not restrict the users from posting 

events concerning the need to change certain laws they see need to be changed. 

Ethical 

The application will enforce ethical behavior behaviors among its users by allowing 

only ethical activities based on a feedback system. This feedback system is illustrated in the 

Report Person or Report Event actions that were discussed previously in the report. Having a 

constant feedback systems clearly helps the administrators be more alarmed about any 

unethical behaviors such as fake account, fake events, or promoting violent or racist content. 

The administrator will then delete all the content immediately and will close the corresponding 



 

 

users’ accounts without any chance of reactivating them. More serious actions may be taken 

depending on the severity of reported unethical behavior. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS, CHALLENGES AND FUTURE WORK   

CloseInterest already has many challenges; one of the biggest challenges is the market 

penetration and audience reaching with a very limited marketing budget and while going 

against some established social media apps that have large users’ bases such as Facebook, 

MeetMe or Tinder. Although the last two operate in different segments but have intersections 

with CloseInterest features. 

Another challenge will be keeping a regular interval of updates just like big apps do 

and therefore make the applications always have new features and bug fixes. This needs a lot 

of effort and requires recruiting a team to be able to keep up with that pace. 

CloseInterest already has a lot of features, but other features are still to be developed. 

Examples include: the trust score that is assigned to each user depending on the quality of the 

user and other metrics; the possibility to upload more pictures from the user side; having more 

customized pages based on user’s need; and intelligently suggesting interests that user might 

like. These are among many other features which will make CloseInterest an even funner 

experience.  

In  conclusion, this capstone project was very fruitful in terms of experiences acquired and was 

a very important motivation to learn more about the MVC models, and making mobile applications 

using web technologies. This capstone was a first experience for me with these technologies. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Technologies Used       

A.1 Client side    

Cordova     

Cordova, formerly called PhoneGap, is a platform to build Native Mobile Applications 

using HTML5, CSS and JavaScript. In other words, it acts a container for running a web 

application written in HTML, CSS, JS Typically Web applications cannot use the native device 

functionality like Camera, GPS, Accelerometer, Contacts, etc... With Cordova we can very 

much achieve this and package the web application in the devices installer format. [1] 

HTML5 

 HTML5 is a markup language used for structuring and presenting content on the World 

Wide Web. It was finalized, and published, on 28 October 2014 by the World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C). This is the fifth revision of the HTML standard since the inception of the 

World Wide Web. [2] 

CSS3     

CSS3 is the latest version of the CSS specification. The term “CSS3” is not just a 

reference to the new features in CSS, but the third level in the progress of the CSS specification. 

CSS3 contains just about everything that’s included in CSS2.1 (the previous version of the 

specification). It also adds new features to help developers solve a number of problems without 

the need for non-semantic markup, complex scripting, or extra images.  Features that are 

included in CSS3 include support for additional selectors, drop shadows, rounded corners, 

multiple backgrounds, animation, transparency, and much more. [3] 



 

 

JQuery 

JQuery is a fast, small, and feature-rich JavaScript library. It makes things like HTML 

document traversal and manipulation, event handling, animation, and Ajax much simpler with 

an easy-to-use API that works across a multitude of browsers. [8] 

Framework7  

Framework7 - is a free and open source mobile HTML framework to develop hybrid 

mobile apps or web apps with iOS & Android native look and feel. It is also an indispensable 

prototyping apps tool to show working app prototype as soon as possible in case you need to. 

The main approach of the Framework7 is to give you an opportunity to create iOS & Android 

apps with HTML, CSS and JavaScript easily and clear. Framework7 is full of freedom. It 

doesn't limit your imagination or offer ways of any solutions somehow. Framework7 gives you 

freedom! [13] 

AngularJS  

AngularJS is a structural framework for dynamic web apps. It lets you use HTML as 

your template language and lets you extend HTML's syntax to express your application's 

components clearly and succinctly. Angular's data binding and dependency injection eliminate 

much of the code you would otherwise have to write. [14] 

 

A.2 Server side  

Linux (CentOS) 

Linux will be the base system for the application, and more specifically CentOS 15.04. 

It was chosen because it offers more support and flexibility for PHP, and can be easily 



 

 

reprogrammed to be a full listener to outside requests. In fact Ubuntu and CentOS are the most 

used operating systems for HTTP servers. 

NGINX 

 Apache is the most used webserver, and the most popular one, however it is now losing 

a lot of its popularity to NGINX which has a big advantage on optimizing usage for high traffic 

websites. NGINX (pronounced "engine x") is a web server with a strong focus on high 

concurrency, performance and low memory usage. It can also act as a reverse proxy server for 

HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, POP3, and IMAP protocols, as well as a load balancer and an HTTP 

cache. [9] 

PHP   

PHP (recursive acronym for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor) is a widely-used open 

source general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited for web development and 

can be embedded into HTML. [10] 

Neo4j 

 Neo4j is an open-source graph database implemented in Java. The developers describe 

Neo4j as "embedded, disk-based, fully transactional Java persistence engine that stores data 

structured in graphs rather than in tables". Neo4j is the most popular graph database. 

 

Appendix B: URL Structures and Controller Parsing 

The controller on the server side expects the URL to be formatted using a very specific 

URL format and will parse it depending on each of the components present on that URL. The 



 

 

following section will explain how a request URL should be constructed and how it is parsed 

by the controller. 

Let us assume our RESTful webserver is located in the following URL: 

http://localhost/CloseInterest/  

The requested service or controller is the very first parameter that comes after the root 

URL of the web server. So if the “users” service is needed, the next parameter in the URL 

should be “users”:  

http://localhost/CloseInterest/users 

The “users” parameter is then mapped to a usersController.php file that lies under the 

controller files that would listen for the needed command and look if all parameters for the 

command were supplied. 

The command parameter, is always the second URL component that comes after the 

requested service/ controller, so if we want to get an attribute from the user, the command 

should be the second parameter:  

http://localhost/CloseInterest/user/getattribute 

Now, the usersController.php file will look if there is any handler for the specified 

command, and also if the specified command needs more parameters. Specific errors are then 

returned if any of the parameters constraints.  In this example we requested the getattribute 

command, this command requires more parameters such as the needed attribute to get for user, 

therefore the controller will expect the requested URL to contain this extra parameter. As a 

result our URL should look like the following:  

 

http://localhost/CloseInterest/user/getattribute/firstname 

The above is enough for the URL construction in this example and will be accepted by 

the server without returning any error codes; however it will not return any specific output.  

http://localhost/CloseInterest/
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users


 

 

Every requested service / command pair will have its own URL structure, however 

every HTTP request to return a valid output needs to have at least one HTTP method 

(POST/GET/PUT/DELETE) specified with a valid field. For this request to return the needed 

attribute, it needs at least (and all requests will also need) a GET method that has the secret 

field. The secret field is the unique/one time token that tells the system which user is issuing 

the request (more details about the secret field will come in in its relevant section). 

The final request with the GET parameter containing the secret key will look like:  

http://localhost/CloseInterest/user/getattribute/firstname?secret=PIudRXUktI4

dK04OsokzSmTpkGDYxlbm3GAVDuf7dkkXkpMNO7 

http://localhost/CloseInterest/users
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users


 

 

Appendix C: Login Details and Secret Keys 

After the login has been successfully issued, Facebook returns to CloseInterest the 

requested information, and then it sends the fetched information to the server to validate it and 

create a session based on the served information. An example of the request sent after Facebook 

logins happens is:  

http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/login?id=886349328127209&email=j.

faouzi@yahoo.fr&fname=Faouzi&lname=Jouti&phone=212673960965

&picture=https%3A%2F%2Ffbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net%2Fhprofile-

ak-xpt1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-

1%2Fp50x50%2F11393268_809045249190951_6199299687568430444

_n.jpg%3Foh%3D738788c873779e641b33ccd41267f59e%26oe%3D56E

6FE46%26__gda__%3D1456949022_ebaf94d538d43e31a25de59c7821e

b20&age=22&birthday=14/01/1993&gender=male&secret=1448788144 
 

In the request above the ID is user’s unique ID that is generated by Facebook for 

CloseInterest mobile app. This ID is different from the Facebook user ID which can be obtained 

easily for any Facebook user and is very unique to the requested application (which is 

CloseInterest) in this case. This alone is secure since no one knows this ID except Facebook 

and CloseInterest administrators. In combination with the ID, we include many sensitive 

attributes returned by Facebook to the server side, which makes it impossible for any attacker 

to be able to replicate this request, by including the first name, last name, phone number, email, 

gender, age, birthday, and profile picture URL, which is a very long URL generated uniquely 

by Facebook based on the timestamp of the request and having random strings.  

All of the above assures a good security level to make sure it was the client side 

(CloseInterest) which issued the request to the server. However, I have added one more security 

field which is the secret field. It consists of a combination of the last 5 digits of the logged in 

user ID returned by Facebook with the current timestamp. 

When all this information is validated against the server side, the latter checks if the 

user specified is already present in the database. If it is the case it returns the corresponding 

http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/login?id=886349328127209&email=j.faouzi@yahoo.fr&fname=Faouzi&lname=Jouti&picture=https%3A%2F%2Ffbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net%2Fhprofile-ak-xpt1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-1%2Fp50x50%2F11393268_809045249190951_6199299687568430444_n.jpg%3Foh%3D738788c873779e641b33ccd41267f59e%26oe%3D56E6FE46%26__gda__%3D1456949022_ebaf94d538d43e31a25de59c7821eb20&age=21&gender=male&secret=1448788144
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/login?id=886349328127209&email=j.faouzi@yahoo.fr&fname=Faouzi&lname=Jouti&picture=https%3A%2F%2Ffbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net%2Fhprofile-ak-xpt1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-1%2Fp50x50%2F11393268_809045249190951_6199299687568430444_n.jpg%3Foh%3D738788c873779e641b33ccd41267f59e%26oe%3D56E6FE46%26__gda__%3D1456949022_ebaf94d538d43e31a25de59c7821eb20&age=21&gender=male&secret=1448788144
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/login?id=886349328127209&email=j.faouzi@yahoo.fr&fname=Faouzi&lname=Jouti&picture=https%3A%2F%2Ffbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net%2Fhprofile-ak-xpt1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-1%2Fp50x50%2F11393268_809045249190951_6199299687568430444_n.jpg%3Foh%3D738788c873779e641b33ccd41267f59e%26oe%3D56E6FE46%26__gda__%3D1456949022_ebaf94d538d43e31a25de59c7821eb20&age=21&gender=male&secret=1448788144
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/login?id=886349328127209&email=j.faouzi@yahoo.fr&fname=Faouzi&lname=Jouti&picture=https%3A%2F%2Ffbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net%2Fhprofile-ak-xpt1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-1%2Fp50x50%2F11393268_809045249190951_6199299687568430444_n.jpg%3Foh%3D738788c873779e641b33ccd41267f59e%26oe%3D56E6FE46%26__gda__%3D1456949022_ebaf94d538d43e31a25de59c7821eb20&age=21&gender=male&secret=1448788144
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/login?id=886349328127209&email=j.faouzi@yahoo.fr&fname=Faouzi&lname=Jouti&picture=https%3A%2F%2Ffbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net%2Fhprofile-ak-xpt1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-1%2Fp50x50%2F11393268_809045249190951_6199299687568430444_n.jpg%3Foh%3D738788c873779e641b33ccd41267f59e%26oe%3D56E6FE46%26__gda__%3D1456949022_ebaf94d538d43e31a25de59c7821eb20&age=21&gender=male&secret=1448788144
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/login?id=886349328127209&email=j.faouzi@yahoo.fr&fname=Faouzi&lname=Jouti&picture=https%3A%2F%2Ffbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net%2Fhprofile-ak-xpt1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-1%2Fp50x50%2F11393268_809045249190951_6199299687568430444_n.jpg%3Foh%3D738788c873779e641b33ccd41267f59e%26oe%3D56E6FE46%26__gda__%3D1456949022_ebaf94d538d43e31a25de59c7821eb20&age=21&gender=male&secret=1448788144
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/login?id=886349328127209&email=j.faouzi@yahoo.fr&fname=Faouzi&lname=Jouti&picture=https%3A%2F%2Ffbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net%2Fhprofile-ak-xpt1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-1%2Fp50x50%2F11393268_809045249190951_6199299687568430444_n.jpg%3Foh%3D738788c873779e641b33ccd41267f59e%26oe%3D56E6FE46%26__gda__%3D1456949022_ebaf94d538d43e31a25de59c7821eb20&age=21&gender=male&secret=1448788144
http://localhost/CloseInterest/users/login?id=886349328127209&email=j.faouzi@yahoo.fr&fname=Faouzi&lname=Jouti&picture=https%3A%2F%2Ffbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net%2Fhprofile-ak-xpt1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-1%2Fp50x50%2F11393268_809045249190951_6199299687568430444_n.jpg%3Foh%3D738788c873779e641b33ccd41267f59e%26oe%3D56E6FE46%26__gda__%3D1456949022_ebaf94d538d43e31a25de59c7821eb20&age=21&gender=male&secret=1448788144


 

 

Person node with the logged in Facebook user, creates a session, assigns to that session a secret 

value randomly generated, links it to the matched Person node, and finally returns the secret 

value to the client side along with all information related to the user.  

If no user is found in the database, a new Person node is created with the information 

returned by Facebook, a session is created, then assigned a secret value that is randomly 

generated by the server side, this session is then linked to the newly created Person node, and 

then the secret value is returned to the client side.  

Note also that creating a new user, creating a new session, and then assigning the 

session to the created user, is made in atomic fashion. Atomicity makes sure all the 3 steps are 

done all or not done at all, this makes sure there is no overlapping between Session nodes and 

Person nodes in case of simultaneous requests which take place at the same exact time.  

Finally, note that the secret key at login time is very different from the secret key 

generated after login. The secret key at login is generated by the client side using a combination 

of the user ID and timestamp. However after login all secret keys will be generated by the 

server side and are randomly generated strings that will be used for authentication after login. 

In both scenarios, whether a new user is created, or the Facebook logged in user is 

already a CloseInterest user, the server side returns some JSON data that is discussed in details 

in Appendix B.  

 

Successful login  

{"action":"Login","status":1,"response":1,"secret":"jmzZ0Nayx7HP9WAzpgSTyzPcR8F2GL

S07r08faHNioCrkc1KtU"} 

In case of a successful login, the server side responds in JSON format with the action 

performed, a status which says if the request is structured correctly and can only be a 0 or 1 

(true or false), and then a response which gives an integer response depending on the action. 



 

 

For the login action only two responses are supported which are 0 or 1 which are equivalent to 

a successful or unsuccessful login. A successful request always return a secret key which is 

randomly generated and associated with the created session that is linked to the user. The secret 

key after the login operation will be the only field that will be sent to the server to authenticate 

the user every time a request to the server is sent. It can be thought of as a permission from the 

server side to get exactly one operation from the client side. This ensures full identity security 

in data exchange and removes all risk of data tampering. Secret keys are one time keys, which 

means after each operation a new secret key is generated by the server and returned to the client 

side which stores it locally on the phone using SQLITE local database. Moreover if secret keys 

are not used for more than one hour, they expire, and an auto login using Facebook is redone 

via the client side to be able to start the authentication process from the beginning again. 

  

Unsuccessful login or tampered data  

{"action":"Login","status":1,"response":0} 

 

In case of any tampering with data, which means of the user or hacker purposely 

changing any parameter on the requests or sending random data to challenge the server, 

changes are detected and the login fails.  

 

Appendix D: Geolocation in CloseInterest 

CloseInterest’s main feature is matching people and events that are near the currently 

logged-in user. This means that CloseInterest should keep track of the locations of every of its 

users and make sure it is always updated. CloseInterest models the location by representing as 

point defined by a latitude and a longitude. The application obtains these coordinates by first 



 

 

asking the user to accept sharing his location with CloseInterest. Once this is done, the 

application then gets the user’s location using one of three ways. The first consists of using the 

phone’s GPS, if the GPS is not available then it is obtained using the phone’s data plan through 

Google location services for Android, and iCloud locator for iOS, and if the two previous 

methods fail or are unavailable the application uses GSM network triangulation to be able to 

get an approximate location. CloseInterest requests and updates the user location whenever the 

latter performs any action on the application. This ensure that the user location is always 

accurate, let us take the example of a person traveling by train from Marrakech to Casablanca. 

If the application only obtains and updates the user location after login (just like Tinder does), 

the user will login at Marrakech, and will be assigned this location, and when the user arrives 

to Casablanca, the user will still show at Marrakech. However, updating the location with every 

action although heavy on the server side since the application will be sending AJAX calls 

however the person on the train will be guaranteed to have Casablanca as his/her current 

location when that particular user arrives to Casablanca. This also guarantees for the other users 

to match people who are really near them. 

The distances are calculated from latitudes and longitudes using the Haversine formula 

as follows: 

a =  sin²(Δφ/2) +  cos φ1 ⋅  cos φ2 ⋅  sin²(Δλ/2) 

Where φ is the latitude, and λ is the longitude     

Then distance is calculated using those complementary formulas:  

d =  R ⋅  c 

  Where R is earth’s radius (approximately 6,371km) and c = 2  atan2( √a, √(1 − a) ) 

 

  



 

 

Appendix E: Interesting NEO4J Queries 

As mentioned earlier in the report, graph databases are very powerful since they make 

very complex operations be very simple thanks to its simple and easy graph traversal methods. 

Neo4J is a concrete example of this power and simplification through its cypher language that 

makes it really simple to do complex operations. 

The following are some examples of how the cypher language outperforms relational 

database model by doing very complex traversals using a very simple syntax. 

 

Find Nearby People  

Finding nearby people is a complex operation, it consists of going through all of the 

current logged-in user interests, then select all the people who share at least one of the fetched 

interests, then find the locations of the fetched users, calculate their distances from the logged-

in user using the formulas in Appendix D, then filtering events which are bigger than the 

maximum distance set by the user, and finally returning all the previous information along with 

the number of mutual interests between the fetched users and the logged-in user. 

This operation will require a lot of work in the relational database and will results in a 

very big query with a lot of inner and outer joins. This query using Cypher language is as 

follows:  

MATCH (p:Interest)-[:belongsto]->(m:Person{ID:$id}),(n:Person)<-[:belongsto]-(p) where n.ID <> 

$id 

WITH n,p 

MATCH (l:Location)<-[:located]-(n)  

WITH distinct(l),n,p 

WITH ( 6371 * acos( cos( radians($lat) ) * cos( radians(l.LAT ) )  

* cos( radians( l.LNG ) - radians($lng) ) + sin( radians($lat) )  



 

 

* sin( radians( l.LAT ) ) ) ) as distance,n,l,p 

WHERE distance < $distance 

return n,distance,l,p ORDER BY l.TS ASC ; 

 $id refers to the current logged-in user identifier and $distance refers to the maximum 

discovery distance defined by the user. 

 

Find Nearby Events  

Finding nearby events is another complex operation and is very close to the find nearby 

people operation, as it requires first getting the logged-in user interests, then fetching all the 

events that share at least one of these interests, calculating the distances between the events and 

the user, filtering them based on the maximum distance set by the user, finding the creators of 

the events, finding the people who joined these events and finally returning all of this 

information. 

The query is the following:   

MATCH (i:Interest)-[:belongsto]->(m:Person{ID:$id}),(p:Person)-[:created]->(n:Event)<-

[:belongsto]-(i) 

WITH n,p 

MATCH (l:Location)<-[:located]-(n)  

WITH distinct(l),n,p 

WITH ( 6371 * acos( cos( radians($lat) ) * cos( radians(l.LAT ) )  

* cos( radians( l.LNG ) - radians($lng) ) + sin( radians($lat) )  

* sin( radians( l.LAT ) ) ) ) as distance,n,l,p 

WHERE distance < $distance 

return n,distance,l,p ORDER BY l.TS ASC  

 


